Aquariums

Pointers for Moving Fish and Fish Tanks.
Prepared for Pacific Transfer by Timothy Shimeall



The best word on moving fish
(and in this discussion, fish
includes all aquarium animal life),
beyond very short distances, is
DON’T. Travel is very stressful
on fish, and even with the best
precautions you should expect
to lose several. Given this is
true, you may want to seriously
consider selling your stock
and getting new fish at your
destination.
If, given the above, you still want to try to move
fish, then the following may help to minimize
the pain and loss of fish.
The task of moving fish basically splits into two
tasks: moving the tank, and then (later) moving
the fish. Do not attempt to move the fish in
their tank.

Moving the tank
The main problem in moving the tank is the
filtration system. After a very few hours (less
than a day) without a flow of oxygen-laden
water, aerobic bacteria start to die. This
means that if you are moving a short distance
(an hours drive or so), it may be possible to
preserve your bacteria colony. But beyond that,
you’ll need to restart the bacteria. (No, bacteria
don’t die after an hour, but you need to account
for tear down, packing, unpacking and setup
time, and have the total be only a few hours.)
This leads to the following process:

2. Drain your tank. If the move is going to be
short, preserve some of the water to help
preserve the bacteria colony.
3. Disassemble your tank. Aquarium plants will
survive a fair amount of time if their roots
are kept wet, so it should be possible to bag
them with some water and set them aside
for hand-moving. If the move is going to
be short, put your filter medium in a sealed
container (preferably a never-used pail or
other chemical-free hard-sided container)
without cleaning it. For long moves, either
clean or discard your filter media. Pumps,
heaters, etc. can be packed as any fragile
appliance.
4. Move your tank. Don’t use a moving
company or professional packers, unless
you have absolutely no choice AND you
can supervise them packing the tank and
loading it in the truck. It’s far better to move
it yourself.
5. Reassemble your tank at your destination. If
you’re doing a short move you should have
enough dechlorinated/treated water available
on arrival to fill your tank and get water
moving through your filter. If you’re doing a
long move, then set your tank up as if it was a
new tank-including a week-long delay before
putting fish in the tank. Initially, put in a few
hardy fish to get the nitrate cycle established.
After the tank is stable, put the fish from your
old home back in.

1. Put your fish in a holding container (more
on that below).
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Aquariums—Pointers for Moving Fish and Fish Tanks (continued)
Moving the fish
There are three basic problems in moving
the fish:



• Where do you put them while you’re moving
the tank (a week+)?
• How do you pack them?
• How do you support them while they’re
being moved?

Where do you put them?
Two basic options:
• A friend’s tank.
• A pet store tank.
Some pet stores will, for a fee, board fish during
a move. A signed contract, detailing what
responsibilities the pet store is assuming, is a
very good idea. Some pet stores, for a further
fee, will pack and air-ship the fish to you on
request. This isn’t cheap.

How do you support them on the
move?
Fish basically won’t eat during the move.
They’re too stressed, and you don’t want to
degrade the water quality by the food, anyway.
Fish can survive a week or so without food if
they’ve been previously well fed.
Try to maintain an even temperature, perhaps
by placing the fish in a sealed cooler, or
compartmentalized cooler.
For long trips, particularly by car, a batterypowered air pump and air stone is a good idea
(if not a must).
After the move, slowly condition the fish to the
new tank location, as you would in adding new
fish to a tank.

Bear in mind that you’ll be leaving the fish
there for at least a couple of weeks.

How do you pack them?
For short periods of time (a couple of
hours, tops) you can put the fish in sealed
bags, half-filled with air. This time can be
stretched somewhat by filling with oxygen,
rather than air. Put the bags in a padded,
compartmentalized container, and ship by air.
(This is basically how pet stores receive their
fish). For larger fish, or longer trips, one can use
a sealed bucket for each fish, rather than a bag).
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